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Portland NAACP Statement Against Mayor’s $2 Million PPB Refunding Proposal  

March 31, 2021  

PORTLAND, OR - The Portland Chapter of the NAACP demands Mayor Ted Wheeler and all members of the City Council to 
immediately reject the proposal to refund the rebranded Gun Violence Reduction Team (GVRT) under a different name. After 
the people spoke, the City Council already decided to dismantle the GVRT and cut $15 million from the Portland Police Bureau 
budget. 

Supporting this proposal $2 million to fund the reconstituted GVRT as the “Enhanced Community Safety Team” (ECST), you 
disregard for the strong objections to this program expressed by Portlanders and reverse course on a matter that has already 
been decided.  Supporting this proposal would indicate that our elected officials are willing to bow to pressure from the Portland 
Police Association and Portland Police Bureau. The tail wagging the dog. 

Instead of focusing on their purported mission, the PPB and the PPA have decided to publicly smear political adversaries, to 
denigrate the image of victims of police violence, slow work, and employ scare tactics to sway public opinion to support the 
ECST and other desires of the PPB and PPA. 

Examples include: 

●  tweeting alarming images of weapons and drugs without context 

●  campaigning on fear of gun violence to sway the City Council 

● engaging in a spear campaign wherein the PPA president attempted to leak false information against Commissioner 
Hardesty, the first Black woman elected to City Council  

 

While the PPB and PPA love to cite stats on the increase in gun violence, they dismiss stats that indicate their harm to 
community. These hams are not hypothetical or even complex.  There are too many of these harms to be named, but they are 
our brothers and sisters, and we name a few here to represent the many. Keaton Otis was killed by PPB the day after a prior 
version of the ECST was defunded in 2010 -- the reason he was stopped by PPB? For “looking like a gangster”. We also lift 
up the names of Kevin Petersen Jr. and Jenoah Davis two Black men shot-and-killed by police departments just across the 
river in Vancouver in the last 5 months.  

There is no evidence presented to show that the ECST will actually lead to increased safety for Portlanders or our surrounding 
neighbors. In contrast, data has clearly shown that the various iterations of the ECST has only increased harm to our 
communities, incarcerated more black men, and destroyed more families. The consequences of these, most blatantly racist 
sub-units of the PPB such as ECST serve to propagate and maintain the blight of our communities, reinforces the racists 
stereotypes and tropes against Black people, and does nothing to repair the harm of generations of racism and white 
supremacy. 

Reimagining public safety cannot rely on funding the same solutions. The PPB has more than enough funding. It should look 
at how it is managing its funding. Perhaps instead of maintaining weapons of war, it can shift those funds into community-led 
solutions, youth support, non-violent mental health interventions, and other community building initiatives. 

The people demanded in the wake of George Floyd’s death that the PPB be defunded by at least $50 million so that those 
funds could be employed in positive solutions for our community like those listed above. It takes true leadership, courage, and 
the ability to see outside of one’s perspective to arrive at lasting and meaningful change for the betterment of our entire 
community. Do not revert to the same old things that don’t work. Lives depend on it.  

- Portland NAACP, Branch 1120-B 


